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Fast Explorer is a Windows Explorer shell extension that replaces context menu entries for the files in the system tray
with direct operations on the files. That is to say, not only can you delete, move, copy and rename the files, you can

also open them with a specific application. Fast Explorer uses the tray icon to interact with the files, displaying the icon
if there is any action to perform on the file (open, move, delete, print, copy etc.), while displaying the icon of the

currently focused window (thus, you can conveniently access Fast Explorer from different windows). It is very useful for
file sharing among a group of users, as it allows you to open a file, without taking up the context menu space, and the
files can be shared directly. Although Fast Explorer makes changes to the Windows Registry file, it does not leave any

hidden or open files behind. So you can make a backup copy of your Windows Registry to a safe place, or use Fast
Explorer to make significant changes, and then simply remove it from the system. You can also use Fast Explorer as a
free utility to add, delete, edit and rebuild context menu entries. You can also add your own quick and easy one-click
menu and toolbar entries. You can synchronize the entries among multiple computers and share the same file status
among multiple computers. With Fast Explorer, you can add "Favorite" files (non-hidden files that you want to process
automatically), add quick-action commands (re-open a file or a folder with a specific application), and include your own
Quick Access items (items that you can access with a single mouse click). Fast Explorer 2008 Features: - Very easy to

use - System tray icon to select files in the system tray - Simple method of adding, removing and editing context menu
entries - Can add your own quick-action items to the system tray - Can add your own Quick Access items to the system
tray - Synchronize the entries among multiple computers - Add keyboard shortcuts directly to each menu - Filter entries
by type - Filter entries by status - Filter entries by category - Filter entries by size - Drop entries from the system tray -

Drop entries from the system tray to the directory of your choice - Allow you to add entries to the system tray right from
Explorer - Allow you to add entries to Explorer right from the system tray - Allow you to add entries to Explorer right

from the system tray - Allow you to add your own
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Fast Explorer is the best tool to modify the Windows system in the shortest possible time. Not only can you add,
remove, move or edit the entries in the context menu, you can also create new items. You can use Fast Explorer to add
new menu items to the Windows context menu, merge items and select existing ones. You can highlight single items
and select groups of them, as well as edit the items' description. Furthermore, you can set the item's shortcut, home
drive, the system's icon and context menu, the submenu's position in the menu, and add new shortcuts to the menu.

Easy to use: User-friendly interface supports all major function on Windows. Simply point and click to complete actions.
Easily migrate: Does not leave modifications on the hard disk after uninstall. Minimal system resources: Fast Explorer is

small and consumes little system resources. Advantages: Compatible for all versions of Windows: WinXP, Vista, 7, 8.
Supports all major Windows features including Internet Explorer, Microsoft Windows Explorer, Windows Media Player,
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Windows Mail, Windows Live Messenger, etc. Creating new items is quick and easy using a wizard. Works well with
Explorer to display context menus. Portable and light on resources. Advantages of Free version: Allows you to try the

software before purchasing it. Supports the native feature in Windows 7 64 bits that will keep all the files after uninstall.
Guaranteed safe when used properly. Fast Explorer was reviewed by spreaker, last updated on April 7th, 2014. Fast

Explorer was reviewed by spreaker, last updated on April 7th, 2014. Fast Explorer was reviewed by spreaker, last
updated on April 7th, 2014. Fast Explorer was reviewed by spreaker, last updated on April 7th, 2014. Fast Explorer was
reviewed by spreaker, last updated on April 7th, 2014. Fast Explorer was reviewed by spreaker, last updated on April
7th, 2014. Fast Explorer was reviewed by spreaker, last updated on April 7th, 2014. Fast Explorer was reviewed by
spreaker, last updated on April 7th, 2014. Fast Explorer was reviewed by spreaker, last updated on April 7th, 2014.
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Fast Explorer is a free context-sensitive menu editor for Windows. It allows you to modify Windows settings in a user-
friendly way. Simply choose a feature from the context sensitive menu and set the desired values. You can assign a
custom icon, link, shortcut, working directory, path to executable, startup parameters, or context menu entry,
respectively. Moreover, you can add sub menu items and separators, create a bulk operation filter, control the behavior
of an item if it is chosen multiple times or dragged onto a file, as well as enable dynamic items. Another major aspect of
Fast Explorer is its integrated settings editor. Through it, you can modify Windows settings and preferences. You can
add new entries, edit existing ones, assign a custom icon, link, shortcut, working directory, path to executable, startup
parameters, or context menu entry, respectively. A right click on the editor offers the context sensitive options for
viewing, copying, moving or deleting of a registry entry. Furthermore, you can search for a specific registry entry and
edit it by specifying a new value, or you can export the current settings and reload them later. Fast Explorer 2008
Screenshots: Fast Explorer 2008 Software Functionality: Fast Explorer 2008: With this app you can easily change the
settings of the explorer context menus. You can use it to add custom options, command line parameters or shortcuts, or
to create or edit registry entries at one go. This program will move the settings to the Windows registry. You can free
space, remove duplicate entries, clean the display list and filter the list by task or file type, at any time. This is not a
standalone program, it needs the Windows registry editor like Advanced Registry Editor to work. You can use it to create
startup or logon entries, or context menu entries for your applications. This context menu editor includes features to
create, move or edit registry entries, and it has a built in settings editor for Windows, including the possibility to backup
and restore them. Fast Explorer 2008 Portable Features: Fast Explorer 2008 provides you an easy and convenient way
to quickly open every context menu in the system. It allows you to add, edit, add and remove context menu entries,
add a working directory, assign a custom icon, link, shortcut, path to executable, startup parameters, or context menu
entry for any file, link, folder, program, registry key, startup item, system, run, network, printer, CD, DVD, folder, drive,
volume, process

What's New In?

Fast Explorer is a Windows registry editor and function tab for Explorer. Create, move, rename and delete entries from
registry and Explorer context menu. Manage shortcuts in Windows Explorer. (Directory in Windows Explorer will show all
shortcuts in "Folder" section.) Manage file types, HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT folder by assigning icon. Connect, disconnect,
add printers, find local and network printers and manage shortcuts in Windows Explorer. Manage Windows Service. Fast
Explorer is light on the system resources, using a low-to-moderate quantity of CPU and RAM. Fast Explorer carries out a
task rapidly, without causing the operating system to hang, crash or pop up error dialogs. It is possible to clean up the
static items and filter them by type (e.g. all files and folders, entire network, all printers, audio CD), use a search
function when dealing with numerous entries, as well as delete unused context menu extensions from the registry. Easy
way to delete unused or unnecessary shortcuts from Windows Explorer. Easy way to modify Windows Registry.
Extremely efficient interface. Portable Fast Explorer 2008 Screenshot: Portable Fast Explorer 2008 Manual: Portable Fast
Explorer 2008 Compatibility: This is the portable edition of Fast File Manager. This app lets you view files on the hard
disk and on CDs/DVDs. It is not preinstalled on Windows XP. It is not compatible with Windows Vista. Fast File Manager
is a file manager app developed by Fast PC Apps for Windows XP, which offers the best features of the old version. Fast
File Manager allows you to view files, manage your drives, and make them portable. You can add a drive letter in this
version, and you can easily select the drive letter of the drives you want to access and format. The program will create
a shortcut on the desktop with this link. Fast File Manager also supports FOLDERS, COMPAQ, CD-ROM and so on. This
latest version includes special folders such as Program Files folder, Recycle Bin, Network, C: or D:, etc., as well as the
ability to save on external drives, virtual drives, and e-mails. It is also possible to access the files of the file manager of
Windows Explorer via the context menu. Fast File Manager is light on the system resources, using a low-to-moderate
quantity of CPU and RAM. Its response time and carries out a task rapidly,
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System Requirements:

The minimum and recommended requirements for the game are listed below: Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8 CPU: Intel
Core i3 4GB GPU: Radeon HD 5700/RX 480 RAM: 4GB HDD: 500GB Recommended: OS: Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core i7
8GB GPU: AMD Radeon R9 390/ GeForce GTX 970 RAM: 8GB Can’t seem to play it
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